### PHASE 1
**ALL VIRTUAL**
- Content delivery will be through virtual synchronous (real-time) instruction using Google Meet or Zoom as well pre-recorded videos and content practice.
- Attendance will be based upon who attends the synchronous instruction, or who has watched the pre-recorded videos. Exit tickets may be used for attendance.
- Project-based and online assessments will be given.

### PHASE 2
**HYBRID - FACE TO FACE & VIRTUAL**
**Face to Face Days**
- Content will be delivered through direct instruction and facilitation of class discussions. Some content may recorded and posted to Google Classroom as needed. Traditional assessments will be given. Attendance will be taken in the traditional manner.

**Virtual Days**
- Students will practice content through assignments or watch pre-recorded videos of new content. Exit tickets or record of watching the videos will be used for attendance.

**Virtual Fridays**
- Content delivery will be synchronous instruction via Google Meet or Zoom or asynchronous instruction via pre-recorded videos. Fridays can be used for 1-1 virtual help or small group reinforcement during class time. Exit tickets, record of watching the pre-recorded video, or submission of assignments will be used for attendance.

### PHASE 3
**ALL FACE TO FACE**
- Teachers will provide direct face to face instruction on content as well as facilitate class discussions and reteach as necessary. Traditional assessments will be given. Attendance will be taken in the traditional manner.

### BASIC INFORMATION
- Office hours will be 7:20-7:40 am, 3:00-3:30 pm, and during planning periods.
- Students may contact instructors through email, Google STREAM, and Google Meet.
- Parents may contact teachers by email; please email to set up a phone call or virtual meeting.